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Build a foundation and focus on what matters most for language arts and reading readiness with
this workbook for third-graders. 96-page comprehensive supplement features standards-aligned
reproducible activities designed to focus on critical math skills and concepts that meet the
Common Core State Standards. Each page includes 16 problems to be completed during a four-
day period. The exercises are arranged in a continuous spiral so that concepts are repeated
weekly. An assessment for the fifth day is provided for evaluating students' understanding of the
concepts practiced throughout the week. Also included are a Common Core State Standards
alignment matrix and an answer key.

About the AuthorTerry L. Patterson is a licensed architect and a professor of architecture at the
University of Oklahoma. He has more than 40 years of professional and teaching experience.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 5 - 8 are not included in this
sample.      Pages 15 - 97 are not included in this sample.

Carson Dellosa Common Core 4 Today Workbook, Math, Grade 2, 96 Pages (CDP104591)
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OccasionalReview, “Decent. Homeschooled this year because we moved states. Used these
books for review this spring to make sure there weren't any glaring holes in my kids' education
(I'm older than today's common core standards).These books cover what we went over this year.
They are definitely a "work on a separate piece of paper" sort of workbook, on account of there
not being a ton of extra space per page to "show one's work", but that's not a big deal. It's
definitely not good for honing one's skills, as there are only a few questions per concept, but fine
as an assessment tool.”

Kathleen W., “Great for Morning Work!. This book has great learning activities for morning work
or for a warm up. I strongly recommend starting to use it at the beginning of the year. The skills
scaffold and begin on a lower level that is appropriate for the beginning of the year. I was
pleased to see comprehension as well as grammar skills being practiced within this book. The
first four days include practice of a particular skill and the fifth day is a quiz on those skills. Great
way to acquire a classroom grade!”

Makawao Silva, “Use it with Special Education students. Great product, helpful for additional
support”

DC, “I bought a new book and it arrived used.. Great book but I am really disappointed that it
arrived used.”

s.d. atkinson, “Home Schooled Common Core. I am not a fan of Common Core but this
workbook is not as controversial as I was led to believe. Perhaps because the topics used are
general in nature and not related to political or social issues. I did notice that there are many
ethnic names included not the standard Susie, Jim, Mary, and John. As a conservative, retired,
elementary school teacher I found this workbook to be within the guidelines on sound
educational material that can be beneficial for home schooled children.”

Joanne S. Zhang, “This book is good. It gives a wide variety of genres for .... This book is good.
It gives a wide variety of genres for kids to read and good questions to promote comprehension.
I think it must be pretty close to how the test questions are going to be structured, so it's a good
book to use to help prepare your kid to face the PARCC standardized test.”

Dan, “Pretty good. Overall, I like the layout and the ability to review concepts of the core. It is
challenging for students who are below grade level. I have students do this as a self start, but
each day we discuss the topics covered throughout the week. I only grade the Friday
assessment. I like that each day only has a few questions for them to answer.”



The book by International Code Council has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 374 people have provided
feedback.
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